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2State Bodies Most Important Missions
Coordinate the development &
management of GIS
Identify issues of mutual concern
Initiate legislative recommendations
Communication
Exchange of information-data
sharing
Education of elected officials &
policy makers
Effective & cooperative
coordination
Standards for spatial data
Coordinate a set of statewide base
maps
Forum for coordinating mapping &
GIS activities
Prevent duplication of effort
Quality control
Training
Metadata standards
Coordinated approach to GIS
data creation, collection &
dissemination
Recommendations in areas of
policy, standards, education &
stewardship
Technical service
Develop priority schedules for
initiatives
Building & maintenance of data
library
Aid in joint financing for GIS
databases
Improve the delivery of
government products & services
3State Bodies Reason Body Created
• Recognized need for coordination
• Reduce impediments to data
exchange
• GIS budding in random locations
with independent hardware,
software, & data
• Need for people to know what
others were doing
• Seek standards for data
• Costly database generation - share
costs
• Growth management legislation
passed
• Missed opportunities
• Executive demand
• Criticism about state duplicating
mapping efforts
• Interest in the technology
• Share information
• Recognition that spatial data would
be beneficial to many agencies
• The right atmosphere existed
• Data accessibility for the public
sector
• No one body could approach
the legislature that was not
perceived to have an ulterior
motive
• Minimize duplication
• Identify mapping priorities for
state agencies
• Suggested by a GIS task force
• No central information for
decision makers about status
and trends of GIS
• Project related
• Conflict of interest concerns
between state DP organizations
• Leverage state resources
• Information was relatively
inaccessible and of questionable
timeliness
4State Bodies Time Allocations
Coordination
Policy Issues
Planning
Technical
Budget
Education
5Most Important SUCCESS Factors
• Executive authority and
support
• Unity of direction
• Cooperation of people
working in GIS to
reduce costs and share
experience
• Member participation
• Specific individuals go
out and do the work no
matter what anybody
else does
• Small group
• Good communication
• Perseverance
• Commitment
• Consensus via compromise
• Efforts of individuals
• Mutual respect
• Determination
• Mission makes sense
• Personalities
• Finding a champion
• Leadership and vision
6Most Important HINDERING Factors
• Lack of time and
resources of participants
• Complexity of issues
• Legislative constraints and
politics
• No authority
• Loss of executive support
• No formal technical
assistance/training entity
• No tradition of multi-
agency management
• Lack of financial support
• Home agency agenda -
turf issues
• Great differences in needs
and experience
• Lack of coordination
• Lack of support staff
• Member personalities
• Hard economic time
• Lack of higher level
direction
• Proliferation of systems
makes joint planning
difficult
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Not a Technical Problem, 
but a People/Personnel Problem
8Factors Influencing Accomplishments
Personalitites
Participation
High Level
Support
Communication
Exec Authority
Other
